984	you can't be too careful
bombinated abundantly with only the slightest regard to
other bombinators. We cannot be too disrespectful at their
stupendous, fussy and often quite disingenuous voluminous-
ness. We who are looking on can perceive that the common
effect of this tidal flow is to strip off any conceptions of good
or evil from our interpretation of the world. Philosophical
synthesis is mainly a process of cancellation and denudation.
The net result of the philosophical-theological activities of
mankind up to date has been almost entirely destructive ; it
has been a cleansing and not an accumulation ; it has swept
away a vast amount of interpretations and imperatives from
life, and left it bare for us to do what we like with.
That freedom is the one universal philosophy to which the
world is evidently coming. As I have said in the previous
chapter, a gathering number of people, stirred by a great
variety of motives, are resolved upon a world revolution and
a new ordering of the world that will save Homo Tewler from
putting an end to himself and carry him on to Homo sapient.
But they do that wilfully and dogmatically. And there is
no absolute imperative to prevent anyone having a hate of
them, deciding to be Satanic to them and opposing them
openly or betraying them secretly. You can easily persuade
yourself that you prefer destruction and death to life. Many
people do nowadays. The thought of happier generations
fills you with malicious envy. It may please you to do what
you can to destroy not simply human hope but the whole race.
It may gratify your craving for power to think you are doing that.
But then it will be will against will. Possibly you may
win. But if you lose and the world revolution gets the upper
hand of you, there is nothing to prevent it declaring you,
quite dogmatically, a criminal or a lunatic. It may try to
alter you if that can be arranged. It may have to kill you.
Some killing may be absolutely necessary if there are too many
implacables. A rationalised world cannot turn sane good
men into warders and asylum attendants for the implacable,
Or you may come over to us, for, like yourself, the revolu*
tionaries will be Ttwler^ and you must be stirred by fluctua-
tions and concentrations of motive, closely similar to their*.

